
PhxMQG Lotto Block for April 2021 
 Paper Pieced Flying Geese (Easy!!!!!) 

6” finished 
 

This is a simple paper pieced block with a lot of design potential. The 
blocks can connect to each other forming different paths across the quilt 
or in the border of another quilt. Some possible layouts are seen near the 
end.  We are using spring colors as some birds are migrating north right 
now. If paper piecing always sends a cold shiver up your spine, consider 
using reversible fabrics such as solid colors and batiks to make it easier. 
When the “next piece” is folded down on the paper template and you are 
positioning the next fabric, hold it to the light and be sure the lines of the 
folded down piece on the template are more than covered (think seam 

allowances) by the new fabric. Using light and 
pastel fabrics will make this easier. 
 
Don’t forget all the wonderful things Cassie H. taught us in January! 
 

For our lotto block:  
 
 light blue fabric for sky (largest scrap is 7½”x4½” or use a 4½” x 23” 
 strip) 
 pastel fabrics for geese (3 scraps about 4½” x 3” each) You can use 1 
 or 2 or 3 different fabrics 

 
If you are only making one block – please use the first (top) template if your birth month is an odd 

number month (January, March, May, July, September, November) and use the second 
(bottom) template if you were born in an even month. If you 
make more than one block, please alternate between the 
templates. 

 
It is preferred that your final trim of your  block to about a ½” seam 

allowance instead of 1/4” so the winner of the blocks can 
square all the blocks up to the same size.  

 
If you have trouble doing paper piecing, use much larger pieces of 

fabrics.  
 

Paper Piecing for Block: 
 
Templates to print: https://docs.google.com/open?

id=0B5OpPJTPyjwUM0JBWUNwVXFTMjZsNEh1dkRTQzJNZw 
 

Website source: Piece and Press: Traveling Quilts - Round 2  

 

https://docs.google.com/open?id=0B5OpPJTPyjwUM0JBWUNwVXFTMjZsNEh1dkRTQzJNZw
https://docs.google.com/open?id=0B5OpPJTPyjwUM0JBWUNwVXFTMjZsNEh1dkRTQzJNZw
http://pieceandpress.blogspot.com/2012/04/traveling-quilts-round-2.html


Helpful Videos: 
 
Foundation Paper Piecing Tutorial VIDEO! — Violet Craft (Sew through paper) 

Starts teaching at 4:06 minutes in.  

I write the fabric color on my paper to help keep straight where Violet has printed a texture 
on each part on the paper.  

I use a piece of cardboard (from cereal or tissue box) or thin stiff plastic to fold the paper over 
because I don’t have the add-a-quarter plus ruler.  

You can use an add-a-quarter ruler or just your regular acrylic ruler to cut the ¼” seam 
allowance beyond the fold of the paper.  

I cut the seam allowance before lining up the next piece of fabric the way Violet does.  
I always begin and sew past the line the way Violet does 
Sometimes I leave the paper in before sewing the sections together as Violet does but I will 

remove the paper if it’s a curved seam between sections like in Deb Karasik’s Arizona 
Sunrise. Please remove the paper from your lotto block. 

 
Paper Piecing Made Easy Tutorial - YouTube  (Sew through the paper) 

Note: She uses very large pieces to be sure she covers the pieces and she doesn’t trim the 
first seam allowance before matching the next fabric up to it.  

 
Paper Piecing Tutorial - YouTube (sew through the paper) 

Note: She precuts the fabric pieces with a ½” seam allowance and has an interesting “flip” 
method for trying to align the next piece to those already sewn.  

 
How to Sew Foundation Paper Piecing: No Tear Freezer Paper Method with Mister Domestic - 
YouTube (Freezer paper foundation is reusable and not sewn through) 

I prefer this method unless I am only using the pattern once 
I cut Reynold’s freezer paper to 8 1/2” x 11 and feed though my inkjet printer OR I just trace 

on the freezer paper  

I use a piece of cardboard (from cereal box) or thin stiff plastic to fold the paper over because 
I don’t have the add-a-quarter plus ruler.  

You can use an add-a-quarter ruler or just your regular acrylic ruler to cut the ¼” seam 
allowance beyond the fold of the paper.  

I do not fold the paper while on the wool mat but on a hard surface 

I fold all the lines on the freezer paper template before adding the first piece of fabric 

 

Helpful Websites: 
Sew on the Paper Foundation Paper Piecing 
 
Foundation Paper Piecing for Beginners - Gathered 
 
 Uses pins instead of glue stick to start the first piece of fabric 
 Precuts pieces but mentions you don’t have to do it. I don’t precut when using scraps 
 
Tutorial: Basic Foundation Paper Piecing | Night Quilter 
 
 Has good photos 
 

https://www.violetcraft.com/blog/man-sewing
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8uaW26igygE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IrxXkPj3IHw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VLiYaZ3W-nY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VLiYaZ3W-nY
https://www.gathered.how/sewing-and-quilting/quilting/how-to-foundation-paper-piece-patchwork/
https://nightquilter.com/2014/06/03/tutorial-basic-foundation-paper-piecing/


Freezer Paper Foundation Paper Piecing 
 
Freezer Paper Foundation Piecing (quiltfabrication.com) 
 

A little irony- this was almost the same method I taught last summer but I could not find a 
website that taught the way I demonstrated when I wrote the directions last April and here it is!  
And I thought I created it first.  

 

Some Layout Designs: 
 
There are some layout ideas on the website listed on the first page. 

 

 

 

Any rebellious ideas? 
• Use a pieced fabric for sky or goose 
• Reverse the sky and the goose colors 
• Use a photocopier to enlarge or shrink the block to a “multiple” of the finished size (such as 3”, 

9” or 12” finish) 
• Your ideas?  

https://www.quiltfabrication.com/2020/04/freezer-paper-foundation-piecing.html

